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SUSTAINABILITY…..

• from personal history to global politics;
• ‘sustainability is the post modern equivalent
of a grand narrative’ Myersin and Rydin,
1996;
• universities part of the problem?
• modernist disciplines have a different
narrative….
• 80’s ecology vs development, began the
narrative - resolved by global politics…
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→→ 1962 Rachel Carson 1962 Rachel Carson
→→ 1972 UN Conference on Human Environment. 1972 UN Conference on Human Environment.
→→ 1982 UN Conference on Social Development. 1982 UN Conference on Social Development.
→→ 1992 UN Conference on Environment & 1992 UN Conference on Environment &
Development (reporting on Development (reporting on BrundtlandBrundtland).).
→→ 2002 UN World Summit on Sustainable 2002 UN World Summit on Sustainable
Development.Development.

HISTORY OF SUSTAINABILITY
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The Sustainability Story

1970’s to Mid 80’s1970’s to Mid 80’s

Economic
Development

Environmental
Protection and
Improvement
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The Sustainability Story

Mid 80’s to Mid 90’sMid 80’s to Mid 90’s

Economic
Development

Environmental
Protection and
Improvement

Ecolo
gical
Econs.
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The Sustainability Story

Mid 90’s to 2000Mid 90’s to 2000

Economic
Development

Environmental
Protection and
Improvement

Social
Development

Ecological
 Economics

Community
 Health

“Sense of 
    Place”

Sustainability



�SUSTAINABILITY…..

 ‘reconciling the irreconcilable…’
Bradbury and Raynor, 2002;
• descriptive, quantitative
knowledge vs interpretative,
qualitative knowledge; expert data
vs strategic dialogue; statistics vs
story; efficiency vs sufficiency
(Princen)…

How does it all apply to cities?
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CASE is an initiative of UNEP-IETC.
It is based on the 10 Melbourne
Principles for Sustainable Cities,
developed in 2002 at an international
meeting and endorsed by local
government at Johannesburg.

It is based on the notion that innovation
usually comes from how we learn from
nature; cities need to do this if they are
to become more sustainable and help
create a more sustainable future.
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THE MELBOURNE PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE CITIESTHE MELBOURNE PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE CITIES

•Build on the characteristics of
ecosystems in the development
and nurturing of healthy and
sustainable cities.

•5. MODEL CITIES ON
ECOSYSTEMS

•Enable communities to minimise
their ecological footprint.

•4. ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT

•Recognise the intrinsic value of
biodiversity and natural
ecosystems, and protect and
restore them.

•3. BIODIVERSITY

•Achieve long-term economic and
social security.

•2.     ECONOMY & SOCIETY

•Provide a long-term vision for
cities based on:intergenerational,
social, economic and political
equity; and their individuality.

•1. VISION
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THE MELBOURNE PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE CITIESTHE MELBOURNE PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE CITIES

•Enable continual improvement,
based on accountability,
transparency and good governance.

•10. GOVERNANCE &  HOPE

•Promote sustainable production
and consumption, through
appropriate use of environmentally
sound technologies and effective
demand management.

•9. SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION

•Expand and enable co-operative
networks to work towards a
common, sustainable future.

•8. PARTNERSHIPS

•Empower people and foster
participation.

•7. EMPOWERMENT

•Recognise and build on the
distinctive characteristics of cities,
including their human and cultural
values, history and natural systems.

•6. SENSE OF PLACE
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Though Principle 5 is the core of the
book each of the principles is
embedded in an ecosystem approach to
cities….
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PRINCIPLE 1: VISIONPRINCIPLE 1: VISION

• Give people a chance to say what sustains
them….

• Sustainability visions from around the word
are using biological/ecosystem metaphors, eg
Portland, Perth…
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State Sustainability Strategy

The Western Australian State
Sustainability Strategy was adopted as
policy in 2003 after a two year process….

• How did it happen?
• Did it help political leadership?
• What did it mean for cities?
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State Sustainability Strategy

How did it happen?
• An election commitment based on a green

election.
• An awareness from major resource companies

that they could not adequately develop in a
global market unless there was a sustainability
framework for them, especially how the social
integrated with the economic and
environmental.
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State Sustainability Strategy

DefinitionDefinition

Sustainability:
Meeting the needs of current and
future generations through an
integration of environmental
protection, social advancement and
economic prosperity.
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State Sustainability Strategy

Role of Sustainability StrategyRole of Sustainability Strategy

Social

Sustain
ability

Environ
     mentEconomic
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Government
-regulations &
infrastructure

Community
-values &

visions

Market
-goods &
services

Sectoral DimensionsSectoral Dimensions

State Sustainability Strategy
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Local &
Regional

NationalGlobal

Geographical DimensionsGeographical Dimensions

State Sustainability Strategy
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State Sustainability Strategy

Did it help political leadership?
Clearly…..
• Foundation principles were established and

applied to 42 areas of government.
• Partnerships were developed with industry,

community, local government, universities….
• Government agencies were all worked over in

terms of sustainability and silos reduced.
• The Premier was able to articulate a new

vision for the state and to embed it into a
Sustainability Act.
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State Sustainability Strategy

What does it mean for settlements….?What does it mean for settlements….?

Sustainability means reducing the
ecological footprint (resource inputs
and waste outputs) whilst
simultaneously improving the quality
of life (health, housing, accessibility,
community…)
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State Sustainability Strategy

SettlementsSettlements
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PRINCIPLE 1: VISIONPRINCIPLE 1: VISION

• Cities in the past have developed quality of life
through increased use of resources and greater
wastes.

• Sustainability challenges them to decouple
these processes and produce livability
improvements whilst reducing resources and
wastes.
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PRINCIPLE 2: ECONOMY AND
SOCIETY

PRINCIPLE 2: ECONOMY AND
SOCIETY

• Economic engine of cities is globalisation; cities
in developing world growing at 2.3%/yr, rural
areas 0.1%/yr. Megacities even faster.

• Sustainability leavens globalisation. Financial
capital works at global scale. What scale for
natural and social capital in cities?

• Bioregional and local community scales need to
be asserted to enable sustainability to be
meaningful in global cities.
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� Boulder: bioregional
and local community
scales of
sustainability.
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10,000 sq miles of open space ‘purchased’ as growth boundary.
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The Fast Track project has the
potential to change the character
of Denver - and to make it more
sustainable.
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PRINCIPLE 2: ECONOMY AND
SOCIETY

PRINCIPLE 2: ECONOMY AND
SOCIETY

• Economic engine of cities is globalisation;
cities in developing world growing at
2.3%/yr, rural areas 0.1%/yr. Megacities
even faster.

• Sustainability leavens globalisation.
Financial capital works at global scale.
What scale for sustainability in cities?
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“…and a new social phenomenon began to
emerge, which would eventually be known
as co-operation.”
From the history of Emilia Romagna, ‘Body
and Soul’
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PRINCIPLE 2: ECONOMY AND
SOCIETY

PRINCIPLE 2: ECONOMY AND
SOCIETY

• The BIOREGIONAL and the LOCAL
COMMUNITY scale enable sustainability to be
meaningful. Bioregional is natural capital base;
local community is social capital base. Links….

• Putnam shows that economic wealth is related
closely to social capital; reciprocal relationships
of networks based on mutual trust. Competitive
relationships alone drive an economy down and
degrade its natural resource base.

• Bioregional: agriculture, water, waste; true
costing and life cycle analysis; ‘buy local’ and
eco-labelling; complementary currencies; Local
community: eco-villages; community arts…

• Eco-City movement.
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PRINCIPLE 3: BIODIVERSITYPRINCIPLE 3: BIODIVERSITY

• Ecosystem services for cities require
biodiversity. Modified biodiversity of cities
needs to be understood….
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PRINCIPLE 3: BIODIVERSITYPRINCIPLE 3: BIODIVERSITY

• Healthy bioregions need connected and
representative reserves to involve cities.
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Gondwana Links….Gondwana Links….
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PRINCIPLE 3: BIODIVERSITYPRINCIPLE 3: BIODIVERSITY

• The city can be an ‘ark’ for its bioregion, eg
Jakarta ‘Talun’, and Perth ‘hot spot’
biodiversity city.
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Perth bioregion: 8000 plants (half endemic); Perth metro 2000 plants,
more than all UK.
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Woylie: first mammal
to be removed from
IUCN endangered list.

Western Barred
Bandicoot: saved by
feral baiting and
private ‘arks’ in the
Perth bioregion.
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PRINCIPLE 4: ECOLOGICAL
FOOTPRINT

PRINCIPLE 4: ECOLOGICAL
FOOTPRINT

• Cities consume the world though they
occupy only a few percent of its space.

• Ecological footprint provides an
indicator for business and for the whole
city.

• How do we go beyond guilt?
• Reducing the ecological footprint means

reducing the size of the shoe. Data….
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a

Urban density 1990

European
Cities

US Cities Australian
Cities
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PRINCIPLE 5: MODEL CITIES
ON ECOSYSTEMS

PRINCIPLE 5: MODEL CITIES
ON ECOSYSTEMS

• Cities are systems involving biotic and abiotic elements.
How can ecosystems provide a way for cities to learn
how to be more sustainable?

• Three models are presented as a nested set:
1. Adaptation of Bossel’s principles; gives high level
policies.
2. Ecosystem succession principles for city form and
structure; gives planning policies.
3. City shaping through transportation priorities - a
social-ecological approach; gives direct planning
applications.
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PRINCIPLE 5: MODEL CITIES
ON ECOSYSTEMS

PRINCIPLE 5: MODEL CITIES
ON ECOSYSTEMS

THE CHALLENGE:

“….to bridge the wide gap between human
design and the ecologically sustainable systems
of nature.”

Fritjoff Capra
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PRINCIPLE 5: MODEL CITIES
ON ECOSYSTEMS

PRINCIPLE 5: MODEL CITIES
ON ECOSYSTEMS

• BOSSEL MODEL - from systems theory.

ECOSYSTEM PRINCIPLES
plus

TRADITIONAL SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
gives

CITY SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLES
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BOSSEL MODEL - ECOSYSTEM PRINCIPLES

• Effective (healthy)
 - autotrophic for energy in bioregion.
 - open to global ecosphere for materials but tight internal cycling.
 - biodiversity networks.
• Zero Waste
 - cycling matter.
 - filtration cascades.
• Self regulating
 - feedback loops.
• Resilient
 - self renewing based on panarchy (nested adaptive cycles to rebuild and

renew), based on Holling.
 - diversity and ecological memory (based on Folke).
• Flexible
 - networks polycentric and bioregional.
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BOSSEL MODEL - TRADITIONAL SOCIAL-
ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES

• Ethical
 - sustained by felt connections and stories of place.
• Psychologically- fulfilling
 - shared community roles to maintain place.
 - belonging/identity.
• Co-operative (co-existing)
 - meeting human needs through bioregional co-operation.
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ECOSYSTEM SUCCESSION PRINCIPLES FOR
CITY FORM AND STRUCTURE, based on
Newman, 1975.

• Developed during the first urban experience of oil
vulnerability;

• Why are cities so different in their resilience?
• Can cities change in response?
• Can they learn from ecosystems which adapt to

limited energy and resource flows through
succession processes after fire, flood or other
disturbances?
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“We’ve embarked on the beginning of the Last Days of the Age of  Oil”
Mike Bowlin, CEO of ARCO 1999

Transport must move to local energy sources
-electric and gas.

“We’ve embarked on the beginning of the Last Days of the Age of  Oil”
Mike Bowlin, CEO of ARCO 1999

Transport must move to local energy sources
-electric and gas.
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ECOSYSTEM SUCCESSION PRINCIPLES FOR
CITY FORM AND STRUCTURE, based on
Newman, 1975.

• ENERGY AND MATERIALS
Pioneer ecosystems grow rapidly in energy flow then stabilise,
 and materials become more and more tightly  linked and

conserved as they mature.
URBAN RESPONSE: from energy growth to efficiency and

from waste to recycling as city matures.
• LAND AND STRUCTURES
Pioneer ecosystems grow from low, dispersed structures to

compact, mixed, diverse structures.
URBAN RESPONSE: from sprawl to structured, diverse

centres as city matures.
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ECOSYSTEM SUCCESSION PRINCIPLES FOR CITY
FORM AND STRUCTURE, based on Newman, 1975.

• INFORMATION
Pioneer ecosystems rapidly grow from monocultures with few

niches and mostly generalist species to a diverse
interconnected system with much more complexity.

URBAN RESPONSE: from monocultures to networks of social
capital and a diverse economy as the city matures.

• CONTROL/GOVERNANCE
Pioneer ecosystems grow from high resource vulnerability and

system instability to greater internal control and system
stability.

URBAN RESPONSE: from instability and resource
vulnerability to governance and system stability as city
matures.
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Model 3: City shaping through transportation
priorities: a social-ecological model.

based on Newman and Kenworthy, 1999.

Essentially based on the socio-cultural
principle that people on average in cities,
throughout time and place, commit to a travel
time budget of around one hour per day.
It appears to be a biological principle of how
humans structure their lives in settlements.
Huge implications for sustainability as it
structures the form of cities….



�Why transportation priorities shape cities…

MARCHETTI CONSTANT
The average travel time budget is
around one hour per person per day….
(i.e. half an hour average for the journey to work).

This means?
THE CITY IS ALWAYS ‘ONE HOUR WIDE’….
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AUTOMOBILE CITIES

From the 1950’s in America and Australia city
planners opted for the new frontier of automobile
dependence. Cities could now spread 50 km and in
every direction, if it is assumed that automobile
access is primary.

Automobile cities require the infrastructure of
highways, the dispersed housing of land
development and the cultural values of suburbia.

All cities are being shaped in some way by these
priorities….
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CARS ARE AN IMPORTANT PART OF URBAN LIFE
BUT AUTOMOBILE DEPENDENCE CAUSES
MULTIPLE SUSTAINABILITY PROBLEMS.

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMIC SOCIAL
Oil vulnerability Highway costs Loss of community
Smog and CO2 Sprawl costs Loss of safety
Traffic impacts External costs Equity issues
Sprawl into rural land Loss of land Accessibility loss
Stormwater High running costs Social network loss
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CITY LIMITS…..

The Marchetti constant means that when a city grows
beyond its ‘one hour wide’ size it will begin to become
dysfunctional…. depending on its average speed and its
density.

A city with an average speed of 40 kph and 100 people
per ha would become dysfunctional after 12 million. A
city of 10 people per ha and 50 kph will become
dysfunctional after 2 million people.

Are these limits beginning to be seen? Road rage, anti-
sprawl movements, market-based re-urbanisation
especially TOD, 100 new rail projects across the US….
What is the next phase for cities of the future?
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Denver
Fastrack
s
Vision
$4b rail
System.
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�AUTOMOBILE DEPENDENCE

Where a city can only remain functional
(within a reasonable travel time budget)
if it uses automobiles as its major means
of transport.

This can be land use-induced as in American and
Australian cities, or it can be traffic-induced as in
the rapidly motorising cities of Asia. In both cases
the fastest majority option for travel is by car.
There is no real choice.
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OVERCOMING AUTOMOBILE
DEPENDENCE IN CITIES

1. Priority for sustainable modes over traffic….
• Transit-priority on major corridors faster than

traffic.
• Walk/cycle priority on local streets.

2. Build densely in sub-centres and along
corridors
• Mixed use centres of more than 35 people

and jobs per ha.
3.  Create walkable and attractive urban
environments where people will want to live
closer in.

•  Community-based urban activity.
•   Enhance the sense of place….
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Traffic calming…based on the biological fact that
we are evolved to cope with hand-eye co-
ordination at a maximum of 30kph.
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New southern rail line 80 kms, 48 min trip….
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OVERCOMING AUTOMOBILE
DEPENDENCE IN ASIAN CITIES
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PRINCIPLE 5: MODEL CITIES
ON ECOSYSTEMS

PRINCIPLE 5: MODEL CITIES
ON ECOSYSTEMS

In short….
• Modelling cities on ecosystems means that a

city needs to be seen as a system and critical to
any urban ecosystem is how it is shaped by its
transportation priorities.

• Cars will be part of all cities but the character
of a city can be changed into a more sustainable
set of options for people if automobile
dependence is overcome by a good transit
option and local walk/bike options with
associated land use development.
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PRINCIPLE 6: SENSE OF PLACEPRINCIPLE 6: SENSE OF PLACE

• Protecting special places; heritage.
• Design connecting to the bioregion …eg

water sensitive urban design.
• Telling the ‘place story’.
• ‘City song-lines’….
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Perth’s ‘Sense
of Place’ written
in 1968; set the
framework for
planning for the
past generation.
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Established foreshore reserves on all rivers and
beaches.
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The importance of water:
water sensitive urban design - artificial stormwater
wetland.
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Water sensitive urban renewal - East Perth.
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PRINCIPLE 6: SENSE OF PLACEPRINCIPLE 6: SENSE OF PLACE

• Protecting special places.
• Design…eg water sensitive urban design.
• Connecting to the bioregion.
• Celebrating the place.
• ‘City song-lines’….

Fremantle - heritage
town with a strong sense
of place….
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And a very active citizenry…..
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Making sense of place is an on-going
project….
Eg creating new public spaces.
From monoculture…
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To permaculture…
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A sacred site for two cultures…
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Case Study: Kodja PlaceCase Study: Case Study: Kodja Kodja PlacePlace

•• Community built, owned and managed.Community built, owned and managed.

•• Tourist centre now.Tourist centre now.

•• Community strengthening very obvious.Community strengthening very obvious.
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Case Study: Kodja PlaceCase Study: Case Study: Kodja Kodja PlacePlace

““We know where our kids are now We know where our kids are now ––

 we can hear them singing. we can hear them singing.””
Craig Craig McVeeMcVee, , Noongah Noongah Elder, Kojonup.Elder, Kojonup.
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Case Study: Kodja PlaceCase Study: Case Study: Kodja Kodja PlacePlace

““People no longer avert their eyesPeople no longer avert their eyes
when we meet in the streetwhen we meet in the street……wewe
now know each othernow know each other’’s stories.s stories.

Barbara Willis, Farmer, Kojonup.Barbara Willis, Farmer, Kojonup.
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PLACE STORIES: the new social
science agenda.

Every place has a story. To tell the story
of an area is to document the pain and
the triumphs of the past, why the place
is important now and what is needed for
the future. Place stories bring the
people dimension alive. Place stories
are a major contribution to
sustainability as they integrate the
social to the environmental and the
economic.
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STORIES
“For the longest time, ‘story’ was
thought of in the social sciences as
‘soft’, inferior, lacking in rigour, or,
worst insult of all, as a
‘woman/native/other’ way of
knowing…. But as Alasdair MacIntyre
put it: ‘I can only answer the question
“What can I do?” if I can answer the
prior question, … “of what story or
stories do I find myself a part?” ”
Professor Leonie Sandercock,
‘Cosmopolis II - Mongrel Cities’ p182
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PRINCIPLE 7: EMPOWERMENT
AND  PARTICIPATION

PRINCIPLE 7: EMPOWERMENT
AND  PARTICIPATION

• Involving different voices - cant solve
‘wicked’ problems without this.

• Nothing works for long if imposed.
• Ecosystems work through networks of

support.
• Innovation and creativity is needed to

dramatise sustainability, eg ‘Dialogue for
the City’, Participatory Appraisal for the
city.
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PRINCIPLE 8: PARTNERSHIPSPRINCIPLE 8: PARTNERSHIPS

• Globalisation is based on competition;
sustainability is based on partnerships.
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World Business Council for
Sustainable Development

World Business Council forWorld Business Council for
Sustainable DevelopmentSustainable Development

 - SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE - SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE ––

SustainabilitySustainability

••Partnerships, synergies, flexibilityPartnerships, synergies, flexibility••JAZZJAZZ

••Large Government InterventionLarge Government Intervention……••GEOPOLITYGEOPOLITY

••First Raise Our GrowthFirst Raise Our Growth••F R O G !F R O G !
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PRINCIPLE 8: PARTNERSHIPSPRINCIPLE 8: PARTNERSHIPS

• Sustainable city partnerships, eg sustainable
procurement between cities.

• Social capital in cities is like natural capital in
ecosystems.

• Bioregional partnerships and local community
partnerships provide the basis for sustainable
technologies to work.

• Industrial ecology….partnerships between
industry.
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Kwinana industrial ecology - from competition only to 120
partnership arrangements in 5 years; now a major project to
recycle sewage as process water for 5 industries.
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Community

CCIWA

KIC

WA
SIG

CIF Local
Govt

WA State
Govt.

Federal
Govt.

Community
NGO’s

Cockburn
Sound Mmt.
 Council

Uni’s

CRC

Kwinana
Industries

Local
Business

Global
Govt.

Global
Industry

Trade
Partners

Organisational relationships in Kwinana Industrial Ecology.
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PRINCIPLE 9: SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION

PRINCIPLE 9: SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION

• Ecoefficiency (eg Natural Step) needs
integration with consumption.

• Bioregional technology (eg local
materials/recycled materials); community
technology; industrial ecology;
biomimicry; technology assessment;
integrated technology support systems
(synergies between food, water, waste,
energy), eg urban ecology.
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Community scale technology
is now abundant; but the
infrastructure-providers
generally don’t trust
communities; UNEP-IETC
Centre, Murdoch University.
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Except for solid waste which has now become accepted
since communities began to take responsibility for it.
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What about the millions without basic sanitation technologies?
How do you fit the pipes etc into such crowded cities?
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It is always possible to fit in local community scale
technology, with local recycling/gardens…e.g. Malang,
Indonesia.
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As long as
you enable
the local
community to
manage it…
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PRINCIPLE 9: SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION

PRINCIPLE 9: SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION & CONSUMPTION

How do you simultaneously reduce
consumption, to avoid the Jevons effect?
• voluntary simplicity; ‘sufficiency’(Princen).
• bioregional/local purchasing (farmers

markets).
• sustainable procurement (based on life cycle

analysis).
• taxing resource consumption not labor.
• educational awareness.
• Eco-Village movement (co-housing).
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Car sharing frees up 30% of a site and creates space for
ecology and kids…..
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Christie
Walk Eco-
Village,
Adelaide.
Strawbale
apartments in
central city;
no parking;
grey water
permaculture
gardens.
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PRINCIPLE 10: GOVERNANCE
AND HOPE

PRINCIPLE 10: GOVERNANCE
AND HOPE

• Bioregional structures and
polycentric community-based
structures with sustainability goals
embedded in government.

• Fight for public meeting spaces in
cities.
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PRINCIPLE 10: GOVERNANCE
AND HOPE

PRINCIPLE 10: GOVERNANCE
AND HOPE

• Bioregional structures and polycentric
community-based structures.

• Embed sustainability in government
agencies…’Sustainable Cities’ projects.

• Nurturing sources of hope….arts and
‘place’ initiatives especially, and symbolic
model projects, eg Cheonggyechon, Seoul.
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CORE IDEAS OF CASECORE IDEAS OF CASE

• Innovation frequently comes from modelling or learning from
nature.

• Cities are growing due to economic globalisation - they need
sustainability to leaven development.

• Bioregional and local community scale provides the focus for
management and technology to address globalisation in cities.

• Reducing ecological footprint starts with transport priorities as
they structure cities.

• Traditional wisdom and eco-city social movements are providing a
revitalised ‘sense of place’ that can drive sustainability in cities.

• Leadership is needed in governance to provide hope for
sustainability in cities.
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PRINCIPLE 10: GOVERNANCE
AND HOPE

PRINCIPLE 10: GOVERNANCE
AND HOPE

• Nurture sources of
hope….community arts and ‘place’
initiatives especially, and symbolic
model projects, eg Cheonggyechon,
Seoul.
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CORE IDEAS OF CASECORE IDEAS OF CASE

• Innovation frequently comes from modelling or
learning from nature.

• Cities are growing due to economic globalisation - they
need sustainability to leaven development.

• Bioregional and local community scale provides the
focus for management and technology to address
globalisation in cities.

• Reducing ecological footprint starts with transport
priorities as they structure cities.

• Traditional wisdom and eco-city social movements are
providing a revitalised ‘sense of place’ and ‘sufficiency’
that can drive sustainability in cities.

• Leadership, transparency and engagement is needed in
governance to provide hope for sustainability in cities.


